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As atrocities and scandal begin to mount regarding the US-backed Saudi-led war on the
impoverished nation of Yemen, the involvement and hypocrisy of the United States and
other Western backers is coming to full light.

Global condemnation of Saudi airstrikes on civilian targets has brought public attention to
Washington’s role in the conflict – a role the Western media has attempted to downplay for
years. It is ironic, or perhaps telling, that alternative media outlets targeted as “Russian
influence” are leading coverage of Yemen’s growing humanitarian catastrophe.

US Denies Role in Proxy War That Couldn’t be Fought Without It 

In a recent press conference, US Secretary of Defense James Mattis – when asked about the
US role in the Yemeni conflict in regards to Saudi atrocities – would claim:

We are not engaged in the civil war. We will help to prevent, you know, the
killing of innocent people.

Yet nothing could be further from the truth.

Mattis himself would lobby US Congress earlier this year to continue US support for Saudi-
led operations in Yemen.

A March 2018 Washington Post  article  titled,  “Mattis  asks Congress not  to  restrict  US
support for Saudi bombing in Yemen,” would admit:

Defense  Secretary  Jim  Mattis  made  a  personal  appeal  to  Congress  on
Wednesday not to restrict the United States’ support for the Saudi-led bombing
campaign  in  Yemen,  as  the  sponsors  of  a  privileged  resolution  to  end
Washington’s  involvement  announced  that  the  Senate  would  vote  on  the
matter next week.

Support includes US intelligence gathering for Saudi operations, the sale of of US weapons
to the Saudi regime, and even US aerial refueling for US-made Saudi warplanes dropping
US-made munitions on Yemeni targets selected with the aid of US planners.

In essence, the US is all but directly fighting the “civil war” itself.

Abetting War Crimes, Sponsoring Terrorists to What End? 
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As to why the US believes it must continue supporting a proxy war Saudi Arabia is fighting
on its behalf – beginning under US President Barack Obama and continuing in earnest under
current  US  President  Donald  Trump –  the  Washington  Post  could  conclude  (emphasis
added):

The war in Yemen has inspired much controversy in Congress, as lawmakers
have questioned why the United States has involved itself so closely on the
Saudi-backed side of a civil war against the Iranian-backed Houthi rebel forces.
Successive presidential  administrations have presented the campaign as a
necessary component of the fight against terrorism and to preserve stability in
the  region.  As  Mattis  put  it  in  his  letter  to  congressional  leaders
Wednesday, “withdrawing US support would embolden Iran to increase
its support to the Houthis, enabling further ballistic missile strikes on
Saudi Arabia and threatening vital  shipping lanes in the Red Sea,
thereby raising the risk of a regional conflict.”

However, Mattis, his colleagues, and his predecessors have categorically failed to explain
how Iran constitutes a greater threat to either US or global security than Saudi Arabia.

Saudi Arabia is a nation admittedly sponsoring Al-Qaeda worldwide, including in Yemen as
revealed by a recent Associated Press investigation, and the nation which both radicalized
the supposed perpetrators of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack on New York City and
Washington D.C. and from which most of the supposed hijackers originated from.

If Iran is indeed waging war against Saudi Arabia and its terrorist proxies in Yemen, Iraq, and
Syria, the real question is – why isn’t the United States backing Tehran instead?

The obvious answer to this question reveals the crumbling moral authority of the United
States as the principled facade it has used for decades falls away from its hegemony-driven
agenda worldwide.

The US and its allies created the “War on Terror” and intentionally perpetuated it as a
pretext to expand militarily around the globe in an attempt to preserve its post-Cold War
primacy and prevent the rise of a multipolar alternative to its unipolar “international order.”
It has done this not only at the cost of hundreds of thousands of human lives across the
Middle East, North Africa, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia, it has done it at the cost of
trillions of taxpayers’ dollars and the lives of thousands of America’s own soldiers, sailors,
aviators, and Marines.

Canada Too 

A recent row between Canada and Saudi Arabia over supposed “human rights” concerns
appears to be a vain attempt to salvage the credibility of at least some nations involved in
the now 7 year long war – the last 3 years of which has seen direct military intervention by
Saudi Arabia, its partners, and its backers – including Canada.

The Guardian in an article titled, “‘We don’t have a single friend’: Canada’s Saudi spat
reveals country is alone,” attempts to portray Canada as taking a lone, principled stance
against human rights abuses in Saudi Arabia – abandoned even by Washington.

The article would claim:
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The spat appeared to have been sparked last week when Canada’s foreign
ministry  expressed  its  concern  over  the  arrest  of  Saudi  civil  society  and
women’s rights activists, in a tweet that echoed concerns previously voiced by
the United Nations. 

Saudi Arabia swiftly shot back, making plans to remove thousands of Saudi
students and medical patients from Canada, and suspending the state airline’s
flights to and from Canada, among other actions.

The Guardian would also claim:

…the US said it would remain on the sidelines while Saudi officials lashed out
at Canada over its call to release jailed civil rights activists.

Canada’s feigned concern for “human rights” in Saudi Arabia comes at a time when the
Canadian government continues approving of hundreds of millions of dollars worth of arms
sales to Riyadh. This includes small arms and armored personnel carriers Saudi forces are
using in their ongoing invasion and occupation of neighboring Yemen.

The feigned divide between Ottawa and Washington over Saudi human rights violations is
overshadowed by years of commitment by both North American nations in propping up the
Saudi regime, and aiding and abetting the very worst of Riyadh’s human rights abuses
unfolding amid the Yemeni conflict.

Canada’s apparent role is to help compartmentalize the worst of the West’s decaying moral
authority, containing it with the US, and taking up a more prominent role in the West’s
industrialized “human rights” and “democracy” leveraging racket.

While Canadian armaments help fuel genocide in Yemen – Canadian diplomats around the
world  fund  agitators  and  directly  meddle  in  the  internal  political  affairs  of  foreign  nations
predicated on promoting “human rights” and “democracy.”

In Thailand for example, the US has receded into the shadows, allowing Canada, the UK, and
other European nations to openly engage in political meddling on their behalf. US funding
and support continues, but the public face of Western “outrage” is increasingly becoming
Canadian, British, and Northern European.

However,  Canada  faces  the  same  problem  that  has  permanently  eroded  American
credibility. And as its role in perpetuating real human rights abuses worldwide continues to
be exposed, its feigned concern over token or even manufactured human rights concerns
will increasingly appear hypocritical and hollow, undermining the West’s collective ability to
leverage  and  hide  behind  human  rights  and  democracy  to  advance  their  self-serving
agendas.

*

Tony Cartalucci is a Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the
online magazine “New Eastern Outlook” where this article was originally published. He is a
frequent contributor to Global Research.
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